DIALOGUE
By John Mehring
ORDAN BARAB'S RESPONSE TO DAN DE

Noon's article on AIDS and the
health-care community (ITT, Oct
14, Nov. 4) provides an insider's
account of the struggle to move the federal
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) to enforce the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) infection-control
guidelines for blood-borne diseases, including, primarily, AIDS and hepatitis-B.
While it is important that OSHA enforces
CDC infection-control guidelines' compli-

Health-care workers' unions
should take lead in AIDS fight
ance by hospitals and other health-care institutions, health-care workers' unions should
play a more prominent role in the AIDS crisis.
It is not enough simply to push for, then rely
on, government enforcement.
Health-care workers as a group have not

INDEPENDENT VOICES, EAST AND WEST, CALL FOR
AN END TO US.-BACKED LOANS TO PINOCHET'S CHILE
As supporters o) movements lor freedom and social justice everywhere in the world, whether in South Africa. Poland. Turkey or the Soviet
Union, we are deeply dismayed at (he Chilean government's systematic assault on the rights of its citizens. The United Stales can assist
those who seek democracy and respect for human rights in Chile hy withdrawing any form of economic support to the regime as long as
the current pattern oi repression continues. We call upon ihe Reagan Administration to support Chilean democratic leaders' requests Tor
an end io international financial aid to Pinochet rn voting against all loans to Chile until ihe following conditions are fulfilled:
The reinstitution of basic political rights, including freedom of assembly, freedom of information
and the right io participate in democratic elections
The restoration of the independence of the judicial system
The restoration of workers' rights to organt/e and to bargain collective!)1
An end to the cruel practice of forced exile
The abolition of torture and other forms of cruel and degrading treatment
The arxne statement opposing U.S.-hacked loans to Chile has been signed by leading peace, labor, .social justice and cultural figures from the United
Stales. Western Europe, Canada and Japan. They are joined by a large number of activists and writers from the Eastern bloc, manj of whom have
been persecuted in iheir own countries for work in independent peace and human riahis movements.
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received adequate education and training regarding AIDS, or, in many cases, been
supplied with the necessary equipment to
protect themselves from infection. There is
a continuous need for more education and
training. All health-care workers, whether
providing direct or indirect care, should receive this instruction, including mandatory
periodic updates.
Currently such education and training is
being done primarily by hospitals and other
health-care institutions, mostly without
input from workers or their unions. Whole
classes of workers who are not direct-care
providers but, nevertheless, have fears and
anxiety about AIDS are often excluded. As
Barab noted in his article, OSHA does not
have the resources now to change this situation, and appears at this time unable to
correct the situation to the benefit of
health-care workers.
But unions could provide leadership in
AIDS education programs. Barab mentioned
workers "have been turning to their unions
to provide education and training needed
to do their jobs safely." For his union, American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), "AIDS has created
more demand for information than any other
safety issue." Unfortunately, Barab did not
tell us what AFSCME is doing in its represented worksites to educate and train staff,
stewards and members.
One union, Service Employees International Union (SEIU), has a reputable AIDS
education record. Initially spurred to action
in 1984 by a local rank-and-file AIDS education committee in San Francisco, SEIU has
adopted and frequently reprinted the committee' brochure "AIDS and the Health Care
Worker." The international's occupational
health and safety department has subsequently published the more comprehensive The AIDS Book: Information for Workers.
These educational materials, funded by
grants from the U.S. Department of Labor,
are widely circulated throughout the country in both union and non-union settings.
Health-care workers find them important
reference guides, addressing their questions and concerns.
Still, as good as this material is, workers
need more from their unions. As the incidence of AIDS increases and the epidemic
affects more areas of life, unions should
consider forming their own AIDS education
committees to coordinate their responses
to AIDS, or at least incorporate their response in pre-existing or newly-established
health and safety committees.
A broad response: San Francisco's
Local 250, SEIU's largest health-care workers' union, representing 30,000 workers in
northern California, has had its rank-andfile AIDS education committee since 1983.
The activities of the committee are varied:
I Committee members help conduct
union-sponsored AIDS education workshops
for staff, stewards and interested members.
• Next year, working withe the University
of California Labor Occupational Health
Program at Berkeley, several dozen Local
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250 stewards will take part in a "train the
trainer" program to help knowledgeable
stewards educate 10 more co-workers
about AIDS and infection-control precautions. One objective of this training is to
create an environment in worksites with
AlDS-trained stewards that will foster voluntary and universal adherence to infection-control procedures without the involvement of regulatory agencies.
• Many hospitals have "AIDS coordinating committees" or "multidisciplinary resource teams" that review hospital policies
and procedures. The committee includes
members who sit on these in-house task
forces.
• Committee members also serve as advocates for AIDS patients. AIDS health-care
workers increasingly agree that specialized
AIDS units in hospitals provide superior
care for AIDS patients because workers
there have chosen to work with AIDS patients, community support groups can more
easily focus their resources in a particular
location, care can be closely monitored and
up-to-date information most easily disseminated.
• On the political front, the committee
has put the union on record favoring AIDS
anti-discrimination ordinances and the
committee lobbies for increased government funding for AIDS research, education
and health and social services.
• To get contract protection for members
with AIDS, AIDS-related complex (ARC), or
HIV-antibody status, the committee has encouraged the union to propose language in
its contracts banning discrimination because of sexual orientation, lifestyle or handicapped status. The union is also attempting to negotiate economic benefite for
members not married to their partners, extending health insurance and bereavement
leave to them.
• Unions can use the increasingly recognized need for AIDS education to force management to join health-safety committees
that can monitor infection-control compliance.
Mixed record: Union involvement means
not only educating the rank and file about
AIDS, but also organizing members to bring
about a safer work environment, better patient care and increased support for research, education and services.
So far, the record is mixed. Labor councils have shunned sponsoring "AIDS in the
workplace" conferences. And labor, whose
generosity for established charities is wellknown, has avoided raising significant
funds for AIDS-related agencies. But the
best AIDS literature for health-care workers
has been produced and distributed by
unions.
If AIDS is truly "public health enemy No.
1," then unions must commit substantial
financial and staff resources of their own
to AIDS education, and use every opportunity
to reach out and engage their members in
this fight.
Local 250's AIDS Education Committee,
chaired by Peggy Ferro-Guinto, may be contacted at 240 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, CA 94102. The AIDS Book: Information
for Workers is available for $2.50 from SEIU,
1313LSI, NW, Washington, DC20005. AIDS
and the Health Care Worker is available
free of charge from the same address. •
John Mehring is a hospital shop steward and
an AIDS education activist in San Francisco.

VIEWPOINT
By Zijiang Ding
INCH i'H'i "HK "KOPLK'S REPUBLIC OF

China ;ias idopted a temporary
constitution—the 1949 Common
Program—and tour other constitutions—in 454 '"9(5. 1978 and 1982.
But for the most i >art. rnese documents have
not functioned .ts lunoamental law. They
were violated or ignored arbitrarily by
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leaders.
But the 1982 constitution seems to build
the framework lor,.. complete and effective
<egal system.
in order to avoid disasters like the Cultural Revolution and u> get a more stable
and constructive 'iwiTmmeni lor national
development, the !nmese—from top leaders to ordinary people—desire an efficient
and practical constitution. And. indeed, the
new constitution nas .<iven people hope,
although there is -itii widespread skepticism about its iuiK'non and effect.
Academic debate. Before its adoption
important arguments over the new constitution occurred among scholars who represented different factions in the Chinese
Communist Party. °remier Deng Xiaoping
saw the ills of the Chinese political system
to be "bureaucracy, excessive concentration of power, the patriarchal system, the
life tenure of cadres in leading posts and
special privileges of all sorts."
A radical reformer. Liao Gailong, who
worked at the Central Policy Research Office of the CCP, argued in his 1980 Reformpian that Mao Tse-tung's theory of democracy—democracy as a means, not an end—
was incorrect. Democracy is both a means
and an end. I.iao insisted. It can be considered the final goal of socialism.
Liao emphasized both democracy and efficiency as justification for separating party
and state. But in 1980 Liao could not have
expected his ideas to be realized in the 1982
constitution.
Party theoretician Wu Jialin, in an article
in Red Flag Journal entitled "How Can We
Make the National People's Congress Function as the State Power Organ," pointed out
that in order thoroughly to separate party
and government, we must alter two existing
principles—"the Chairman of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China
commands the armed forces of the People's
Republic of China," and "the chairman
chooses the premier of the State Council
(SC) upon the recommendation of the
part>'."
Similarly, Feng Wenbin. the vice-head of
the Organizational department of the CCP,
claimed that "in order to develop socialist
democracy and realize state political democratization, we must put into effect the separation of the party and the government."
Owing to the limitations of the times and
their political status, all reformers who emphasized separation of party and government agreed that their aim was to make the
party leadership more important. Indirect
part}' leadership that is political rather than
organizational was their goal.
These reformers' plans were obviously^
limited, giving no hope that the party will
be completely separated from administration in the foreseeable future.
i Putting reforms into practice: The
i 1982 constitution seems to have defined a
i limited separation of part}' and state. But
i moving those orovisions from paper to
i practice wili not be simple. Such progress

A historical look at China's
constitutional framework

is contingent on the ability of the National
Peoples Congress (NPC) to fulfill its role
as the mghest organ of state power. According to the most recent document, the NPC
standing committee wields more substantial power than before.
But limitations remain. Indirect elections
prevent the people from electing even the
members of the NPC, let alone the chairman
and other members of the NPC standing
committee. The chairman is still an important member of the CCP Politburo.
A significant step forward in the 1982 constitution is the adoption of direct elections
at the county level tor the local people's congresses Direct election with decentralization of power should enable local participation in political, economic and cultural
management. This mechanism also is supposed to complete the institutionalization
of local legal systems and portray the will
of the people to the central authority. It is
useful to prevent local bureaucrats from
deceiving their superiors and deluding their

A significant step forward
in the 1982 constitution
is the adoption of
direct elections for
the local people's
congresses.
i
i
subordinates. The pity is that this mechanism has only functioned on a very limited
scale.
A real separation of the party from the
government hinges on whether the State
Council (SC) can really function as the
highest administrative organ of the state.
With the party intervening less in administrative affairs, the council will certainly increase its power. Several other factors
strengthen the role of the SC. One is the
development of the economy, which requires a more powerful executive branch.
Another is the deletion in the new constitution of all provisions that allow the part}'
to intervene directly in government affairs,

and the addition of explicit new functions
and powers Although the SC is under the
supervision of the NPC and its standing
committee, the NPC standing committee
has iio power to remove the premier and
his cabinet members.
But whether the SC can be effective depends >n the prestige of the constitution
in the oolitical system, and the personal
prestige o' whoever is premier.
The judicial branch: No real separation
of the party from the government can occur
until *he •Supreme People's Court (SPC) becomes ne highest judicial authority. The
1982 .jonsti nation not only restores two
principles—independent judiciary and subjecting only to law—but also adopts a new
principle, that courts are not subject to interference by administrative organs, public
organizations or individuals. But the socalled independent judicial branch is ultimately responsible to the NPC. It must be
subordinated to the party's leadership. It
must meet the needs of the special political
movements launched by the party, and also
yield to some social pressures. A difference
between Western judicial independence
and the Chinese judicial independence is
that the former emphasizes the independent judge, and the latter the so-called independent court.
For a long time, the People's Republic of
China's communist theoreticians criticized
the Western doctrine of separation of powers. According to them, this doctrine was
nothing but "a downright bourgeoise fraud,"
"no more than an instrument facilitating the
capitalist rule," because "in reality, the administrative power was higher than anything else and was totally under the control
of the monopoly of the capitalist class." But
in 1980, some reformers put forward different positions. They believed that the theory
of separation of powers and the principle
of checks and balances were historical
steps forward—and that their practice in
the West, especially in the U.S., has proven
effective and positive.
Separation of power: The 1982 constitution adopts a new "system of the separation of six powers" under the supervision of the NPC and finally under the leadership of the CCP:
(1) Legislative power: the NPC standing
committee—the standing body of the highest organ of the state power;
(2) Administrative power: The State
Council—the executive body of the highest
administrative body of the state;
(3) Symbolic power: the presidency—a
nominal figurehead;
(4) Military power: the Central Military
Commission—the highest command of
China's armed forces;
(5) Judicial power: the Supreme People's
Court—the highest judicial organ of the
state;
(6) Supervisory power: the Supreme
People's Procuratorate—the highest supervisory organ of the state.
Comparing the separation of powers in
the People's Republic of China with that of
Western countries, these differences
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emerge
;
First, all powers are checked by the '.( P I
single-party leadership which, as the ngnest organization of the proletariat, is loove
everything else and commands evervthing
else. Second, all powers must become. 001
used oy f he people's democratic dictator ;
ship, a weapon that protects the socialist
system Third, all powers must emerge nro
a general power—the NPC, which no^ «nly
serves as a legislature but also commands
and supervises the executive ant: ie
judiciary under the oarty leadership
A milestone: The new constitution sen
is a milestone in the development of' Jima s i
political system The 1982 consinuiion \
eradicated all Dostuiates and provisions i
born in the Cultural Revolution .mo n !
many respects is a return to the postulates :
of the first constitution
\
So far, China has achieved significant ,ur- j
cesses in economic, oolitical and social e- i
form since 1976. although it always moves !
forward three steps, and then backward rwo
steps. To be sure, there still is a limir • < > ill
these reforms and changes. University of
Chicago Professor Tang Tsou points ,)ut,
that "although the trend toward the increasingly deep penetration of political power
into society has been reversed, China is
only beginning its transition to a post-totalitarian society. This process of transition
may well be halted or even reversed." But
the common aspiration of the people is to
continue to make social progress. That is
an irreversible trend.
•
Zijiang Ding is a visiting scholar from Beijing
at Northwestern University.
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